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LONDON: European stocks rose yesterday
after three days of losses, although US and Ger-
man bond yields near multi-year highs checked
gains in world stock markets and kept them from
testing recent record highs. Stock markets in Eu-
rope rose 0.25 percent, supported by a flurry of
mostly positive earnings results, while Japan’s
blue-chip stock index bounced 1.7 percent off
four-week lows and MSCI’s all-country equity
index was marginally higher. 

US equity futures however pointed to a flat
open for Wall Street ahead of earnings an-
nouncements from tech giants Apple, Alphabet
and Amazon.com.

January’s last trad-
ing session on Wall
Street ended in the red,
but US indexes still
ended with monthly
gains of over 5 percent.
World stocks enjoyed a
record 15-month win-
ning streak. 

This week’s meeting
of the US Federal Reserve was more hawkish
than expected, but confirmed what markets had
already expected - an interest rate rise is likely
in March, said Markus Huber, a trader at Broker-
age City of London Markets. 

“In light of today’s flood of earnings in Eu-
rope and the United States, the Fed meeting will
most likely have only a limited and temporary
impact on markets,” Huber predicted. Global eq-
uity markets are torn between buoyant eco-
nomic growth and double-digit company

earnings, on the one hand, and the possibility
that US and euro zone central banks will tighten
policy faster than expected. The growth momen-
tum was confirmed by manufacturing activity
surveys yesterday that showed Asian factories
getting off to a strong 2018 start and Europe
posting solid growth. 

Boeing and Facebook were the latest to re-
inforce the solid US earnings growth picture.
European markets cheered improved perform-
ance at Unilever and Royal Dutch Shell Huber
said results from the likes of Amazon and Apple
would be crucial. “It will be essential that those

companies not only de-
liver in regard to earnings
expectations but also
show that the momentum
going forward remains
strong,” he added. Equity
bullishness is being tem-
pered, however, by rising
global bond yields. 

The Fed held interest
rates unchanged on

Wednesday but raised its inflation outlook, no
longer saying it expected price growth to stay
below 2 percent. It also flagged “further gradual”
rate increases. That wording convinced many
that rates could rise four times this year, rather
than three.  US 10-year Treasury yields surged
to near four-year highs above 2.75 percent after
the Fed statement, while German Bund yields on
Thursday rose to fresh two-year highs at around
0.74 percent.

Two-year US yields are near decade-highs

and could rise further should jobs data due today
confirm sustained labor market strength. “Long-
ended US yields are still rising and that’s spilling
over on the European market and (German)
Bunds especially,” said Commerzbank rates
strategist Rainer Guntermann. Pressure is building
on euro zone authorities, too, to curb stimulus,
with employment at record highs and Thursday’s
manufacturing surveys confirming the bloc’s

growth boom.  On currency markets, the dollar’s
post-Fed bounce fizzled, pushing it down 0.1 per-
cent against a basket of currencies. The euro
gained 0.2 percent to $1.2440, just off recent
three-year highs of $1.2538. The British pound rose
0.25 percent, after a 5 percent gain in January, its
biggest monthly rise since May 2009, owing to
broad dollar weakness and expectations of a Brexit
deal more favorable to the UK.—Reuters

Equities battle rising global bond 
yields to snap end-Jan losing streak

Wall Street set for flat open, stock futures signal

NEW YORK: The day’s closing numbers are displayed after the closing bell of the Dow Industrial Average
at the New York Stock Exchange in New York.—AFP

Italy’s Enel takes 
stand against 
powering 
cryptocurrency 
miners 
MILAN: Europe’s biggest power util-
ity Enel has taken a stand against the
energy-hungry industry of mining
cryptocurrencies, saying it has “no in-
terest whatsoever in selling power”
for the purpose. In a brief statement
yesterday, the Italian company said it
had reached the decision after careful
study and analysis. Bloomberg re-
ported on Tuesday that Enel was in
talks to sell power from renewable en-
ergy plants to the Swiss cryptocur-
rency company Envion AG.

Utilities worldwide have seen rising
demand from miners of cryptocurren-
cies such as bitcoin, which need large
quantities of energy to power comput-
ers to solve complex maths puzzles to
validate transactions and earn more of

the currency as a reward. “Enel has un-
dertaken a clear path towards decar-
bonisation and sustainable
development and sees the intensive use
of energy dedicated to cryptocurrency
mining as an unsustainable practice that
does not fit with the business model it
is pursuing,” the company said.

In a recent report, Morgan Stanley
said global power demand from cryp-
tocurrency mining was around 22 ter-
awatt hours (TWh), but that
increasing demand meant consump-
tion could surge in 2018 to 125-140
TWh - or about 0.6 percent of world
consumption. Most bitcoin mining is
carried out in China, where energy
costs are comparatively cheaper. But
last month China’s Bitmain Technolo-
gies said it was looking at bitcoin min-
ing sites in Quebec in light of
expectations of a potential Chinese
crackdown on cryptocurrency mining.

State-controlled Enel, which owns a
majority stake in Spanish utility Endesa,
is one of Europe’s top renewable en-
ergy players and is focusing on green
energy to help offset the crisis in tradi-
tional power generation. —Reuters

Emerging stocks dip 
as investors eye 
more hawkish Fed
LONDON: Encouraging factory growth data from markets
such as Turkey and China failed to lift emerging equities
yesterday as a more hawkish Federal Reserve fuelled an
uptick in US Treasury yields, dampening investor appetite.
MSCI’s benchmark emerging stocks index fell 0.2 percent,
as a strong performance in emerging Europe failed to offset
earlier weakness in the Asian session.         

The Fed upgraded its inflation outlook and flagged fur-
ther policy tightening this year at its meeting ending on
Wednesday, citing solid gains in employment, household
spending and capital investment. US 10-year Treasury
yields briefly shot up to 2.754 percent, a level last seen in
April 2014, casting a pall over emerging markets and dis-
pelling some of the rosy picture from manufacturing ac-
tivity data.

US interest rate futures are now almost fully pricing in three
rate hikes this year, compared to two at the start of the year,
while some see a possibility of four rate rises. “Now that Fed
is signaling faster hikes we could have temporary dollar
strength and EM weakness, but the fundamentals are the
same,” said Per Hammarlund, chief emerging markets strategist
at SEB. “This is just a temporary correction, rather than a fun-
damental shift in sentiment.”

Foreign investors poured $30 billion into emerging mar-
kets in January, a seven-month high and the best start to a

year since 2015, according to Institute of International Fi-
nance data. In emerging Europe, Turkish stocks rose 1 per-
cent after Turkey’s factory activity grew at the fastest rate
in almost seven years in January.  Other big gainers included
Russia, up 0.9 percent after manufacturing activity hit a six-
month high, and Poland up 0.7 percent, as new factory or-
ders expanded at their fastest in three years. 

Asian bourses struggled, with Chinese mainland shares
down almost 1 percent. Yet China’s manufacturing growth
remained elevated in January, suggesting some resilience.
“The world economy and China in particular have started
the year on a relatively firm footing and that’s good news
for emerging stocks and assets,” said Hammarlund.    

In India, stocks initially fell more than 1 percent after
the announcement of a long-term capital gains tax on eq-
uities. The market later steadied to trade flat. The govern-
ment also unveiled a budget allocating billions of dollars
for rural infrastructure and a health insurance program.
The rupee weakened about 0.35 percent.  South Africa’s
rand was the other main currency underperformer, down
0.2 percent. 

President Jacob Zuma has asked prosecutors to drop
corruption charges, responding as pressure mounts for him
to step down. The Czech crown was steady against the euro
ahead of a central bank meeting today at which it is ex-
pected to raise rates by 25 basis points to 0.75 percent.
Czech manufacturing sentiment held at a seven-year high
in January. “All the signs are that the economy is red hot,
the labor market is booming, wage growth is picking up
strongly ... so even though inflation hasn’t picked up as
much, the central bank is correct in expecting that there will
be a pick up at some point,” said Hammarlund.—Reuters

World stocks
enjoyed 

15-month 
winning streak


